AEPO NEI
HOMESITE #2
You’ll be forever entertained by the endless parade
of tropical clouds on a blue horizon that extends
from Mt. Hā‘upu, westward past Kukui‘ula Harbor.
Homesite 2 offers generous room to create an
island home where interior spaces gracefully expand
outward. Natural building materials, immerging
technologies and modern conveniences blend
seamlessly in this island retreat.
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LOT 2

Approximate Lot Area = 18,986 Square Feet (0.44 Acres)
Approximate Buildable Area = 12,664 Square Feet (0.29 Acres)
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The Developer does not represent or warrant that the actual view from any lot or that any existing view, will not be obstructed in the future. There are no protected views in the project and there are no assurances of the existence,
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PLOT PLAN
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project broker. The photos and renderings in this brochure are preliminary and are provided for illustration purposes only. The developer makes no representations, and expressly disclaims that the brochure images are accurately shown, shown to proportion or scale, or that all square footage areas
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represented are accurate. Photos of completed homes, fixtures, furnishings, water features, interior and exterior design, decorations and landscaping are also provided for illustration purposes only and the developer makes no representation
or warranty regarding the same.
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DRAFT

Notes:
offering or solicitation of sale in any jurisdiction where the development has not been registered in accordance with applicable law or where such offering or solicitation would otherwise be prohibited by law. Obtain
the Property Report required by Federal law and the Public Offering Statement required
1. This plot plan is for informational purposes only and does not constitute any commitment, representation, or
warranty with respect to the foregoing items, and is not intended to represent the current or future as-built

by Hawaii law and read them before signing anything. No federal or state agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of the property shown in this brochure. WARNING: THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT
OF REAL ESTATE HAS NOT INSPECTED, EXAMINED, OR QUALIFIEDTHIS
conditions.
2. Prior to construction, the lot buyer shall be responsible for verifying all topography, soil conditions, drainage,

fill conditions,
street furniture,
utilities, including
sewer and
water locations,
in the field.
OFFERING. Fees, memberships and restrictions may apply for certain amenities. Details available. Price and availability subject to change. ©August 2022. BBCP Kukui‘ula LLC. All rights reserved. No content from
this brochure
may and
be copied,
republished,
posted,
or distributed
in any way without

prior permission from the developer.

3. The developer does hereby disclaim, and lot buyer hereby acknowledges, that no representation, expressed
or implied, has been made with respect to existing or future view planes.
4. Proposed site topography is shown only within Lot boundaries.
5. Prior to the initiation of residential design, lot buyer shall retain a civil and/or geotechnical engineer for lot and
driveway specific grading, drainage and geotechnical design.
6. For any structure, pool and landscape restrictions within transition zone, refer to design guidelines supplement
for additional information.
7. Site topography is for general reference only.

